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ABSTRACT—Recent work on judgment and decision making

has focused on how people preferentially use cues, or pieces

of relevant information, that are easy to access when

making decisions. In this article, we discuss a framework

for understanding the ways that cues become accessible.

We begin by identifying two components of cues and show

how these components can become accessible during

different parts a decision process. We highlight evidence

for the use of accessible information and discuss implica-

tions for future research on heuristics.
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Making optimal decisions can be thought of as a complex process

that requires many cognitive operations to be performed. With

various demands on our time and attention, we often try to reduce

the amount of effort that we expend on making judgments and

decisions. These strategies for reducing effort are called heu-

ristics (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008; Tversky & Kahneman,

1974). Indeed, since Tversky and Kahneman (1974) first iden-

tified three canonical heuristics—availability, representative-

ness, and anchoring and adjustment—the field of judgment and

decision making has seen a wealth of additional heuristics de-

scribed.

As with any task, there are many ways to cut corners and save

effort. For example, one could consider a subset of available

information, weight cues in a simple way, avoid trade-offs be-

tween different cues, and consider fewer alternatives. However,

one of the most commonly studied heuristic strategies involves

using information that is easy to access. In a recent review, more

than half of all frequently cited heuristics were shown to reduce

effort by using easy-to-access information (Shah & Oppenhei-

mer, 2008).

Many proposed heuristics focus on specific cues that decision

makers weigh heavily in their judgments within particular do-

mains. These cues are often made more accessible because the

decision context primes them. For instance, consumers might

rely on brand names when buying products (Maheswaran,

Mackie, & Chaiken, 1992), while voters might attend to which

organizations endorse a candidate (Forehand, Gastil, & Smith,

2004). Although the brand-name and endorsement heuristics

differ on the surface, both heuristics use cues that are easy to

access in their respective contexts. Given the prevalence of this

type of heuristic, it is surprising how little attention has been

given to the critical question of what makes some cues easier to

access than other cues (but for a discussion of accessibility in

memory, see Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966).

In what follows, we will outline a framework for understanding

the ways in which information becomes easily accessible. This

framework draws on other syntheses of heuristics (Gigerenzer,

Todd, & The ABC Group, 1999; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002;

Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008)

but offers the first cohesive explanation of how a common heu-

ristic mechanism might operate. For instance, previous frame-

works have often discussed how accessibility itself might be

used as a cue toward judgment (e.g., the recognition heuristic,

Gigerenzer et al., 1999; the availability heuristic, Tversky &

Kahneman, 1974), but they have neglected how accessibility

could serve as a mechanism underlying a more general class of

heuristics. To develop an understanding of this general mecha-

nism, we highlight findings in various fields—from social per-

suasion to metacognition—that suggest different means by

which information becomes accessible. We integrate these

different literatures to discuss common themes, such as how

familiarity, context, experience, and evaluability can make cues

easy to access.

A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING CUE

ACCESSIBILITY

Cues for judgment and decision making can be thought of as

having two separate components: a type and a value. Consider the

case of buying a car. One of the first cues you might think to

examine is the fuel efficiency of the car—the cue type. While

considering this cue type, you must assess how many miles per
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gallon the car gets—the cue value. The way these components

become accessible ultimately depends on when the cue is con-

sulted. We assume that there are two points at which cues might

become easier to access: during cue acquisition and during cue

evaluation.

Cue acquisition can occur in two related but distinct ways: cue

perception and cue production. Cue perception refers to when

decision makers assimilate information from task environments

in which cue types and values are provided. In such environ-

ments, decision makers have only to perceive the information

that has already been accumulated for them (e.g., in tables that

compare and contrast different options). Cue production occurs

when cues are not presented to decision makers. Instead, deci-

sion makers must retrieve previously seen cues from memory or

assess new cues for the first time. Cue evaluation refers to when

decision makers decide how to incorporate a particular piece of

information into a judgment or decision. We will show that cue

types and cue values can independently be made more acces-

sible during each of these phases (see Fig. 1). In total, this

framework highlights six ways for cues to become more acces-

sible. In what follows, we will explain these principles further

and highlight experimental support for their importance in

judgment and decision making.

CUE ACQUISITION

Decision makers might be provided with cues or otherwise re-

trieve them from memory or assess them on-line. The distinction

between these methods of cue acquisition may seem arbitrary,

and indeed there is some overlap. Yet these methods can make

cues accessible in different ways, and they are often employed to

different degrees depending on factors such as task environment

and a decision maker’s expertise (for a discussion of external and

memory-based information search, see Mandel & Johnson,

2002).

Cue Perception

It may seem that explicitly providing decision makers with cue

types and values makes all information equally accessible.

However, decision environments can still make some cues more

fluent, or easier to process, than others. Fluency often increases

when information is presented in familiar ways. That is, cues can

be processed less effortfully to the extent that they have been

seen before or are similar to cues encountered previously. For

example, recent work has shown how phonetic fluency, or the

ease of pronouncing words, can influence which cue types are
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the current framework describing cue accessibility. Although
the task environment will determine whether cues will be already available (cue perception) or will
need to be retrieved from memory or assessed online (cue production), some form of cue acquisition
will occur, and cue evaluation will follow. At each stage, the cue type and cue value can become
accessible through various mechanisms.
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used for judgments (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2007). In one study,

participants were told that they would be investing in Turkish

stocks based on recommendations by hypothetical Turkish

companies. Participants read conflicting recommendations from

firms with fluent and disfluent names. Although all firm names

were foreign, some names had phonetic combinations that would

be slightly more familiar to English speakers. When making

judgments, participants appeared to weight the information from

easy-to-pronounce sources more heavily (see Fig. 2). The extent

to which participants use cue values has also been shown to

depend on perceptual fluency, or the ease with which people can

perceive information. For instance, participants who saw a

consumer review in a familiar, easy-to-read font weighted that

review more heavily than did participants who saw a consumer

review in a difficult-to-read (but still legible) font (Shah & Op-

penheimer, 2007).

Fluency can also increase as a result of priming. This likely

occurs because priming raises the expectation of encountering a

particular stimulus, thereby increasing the ease with which it is

processed. Mandel and Johnson (2002) offer an example of how

conceptual priming makes cue types more accessible. Participants

were asked to make purchasing decisions based on information

presented on Web sites that contained background images asso-

ciated with different cue types (e.g., images of coins to prime the

price of an option). Participants consulted information that was

prime-consistent more often, ostensibly because the backgrounds

prepared them to process that information more readily.

Cue Production

Related to conceptual priming in cue perception, contexts often

prime cue types that have previously been stored, thereby

making these cue types easier to recall (i.e., there is greater

retrieval fluency). The retrieval fluency of cues can depend on

how strongly associated a cue and a particular judgment are.

For instance, audiences often respond enthusiastically to

well-phrased speeches with convincing messages. Therefore,

repeated observation leads to an association between ‘‘audience

response’’ and ‘‘message quality.’’ When we are asked to eval-

uate a particular speech, this prompt primes the strongly asso-

ciated audience-response cue. This salient cue is then easily

retrieved and subsequently factored into judgment (particularly

when the motivation or ability to exert mental effort is low). The

persuasion literature describes a host of cues that are associated

with message quality and that are easy for people to access when

making judgments (Axsom, Yates, & Chaiken, 1987). Given that

repeated observations of a cue can lead to such associations, it is

not surprising that repeated use of a cue can also increase how

easily it is retrieved and how heavily it is weighted in decisions

(Day & Bartels, 2005).

Contexts can also prime certain cues in ways other than the

associative mechanisms outlined above. For example, recent

work on construal-level theory (for a review, see Trope, Liber-

man, & Wakslak, 2007) has suggested that psychological dis-

tance (i.e., how temporally, spatially, probabilistically, or

socially removed a decision is from one’s current state) affects

what type of information decision makers will recruit. Decision

makers often construe psychologically distant judgments in

terms of high-level characteristics and psychologically proximal

judgments in terms of low-level characteristics. High-level

construal means thinking in terms of abstract, superordinate,

and goal-relevant features, while low-level construal means the

opposite. For example, a high-level construal of exercise might be
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Fig. 2. Performance evaluations of stocks as a function of source of positive information. Participants
were given one positive and one negative recommendation about a stock. These recommendations
came either from a fluently or disfluently named brokerage firm. When the fluently named firm gave
the positive recommendation (and the disfluently named firm gave the negative recommendation),
participants expected the stock to perform better (on a scale from 1 to 100), relative to when the
disfluently named firm gave the positive recommendation. These results highlight how phonetic fluency
can affect the accessibility of different cue types during cue perception. From Shah and Oppenheimer
(2007), Experiment 3.
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‘‘an activity to maintain fitness.’’ A low-level construal might be

‘‘a behavior like running that elevates the heart-rate and pro-

duces sweat.’’

It is germane to the current discussion that psychological

distance makes high-level information easier to access. For

example, in one study, participants were asked to generate a

certain number of either pros or cons for a course of action to take

place in the distant or near future. For the distant future, it was

easier for participants to generate pros (for reasons beyond the

scope of this paper, pros are part of high-level construal); the

opposite was true for judgments about the near future (Herzog,

Hansen, & Wänke, 2007). Pros were primed not because of mere

association but, rather, because the context interacted with

mental representations to shift the accessibility of cue types.

Cue values can be more accessible during cue production if

they stem from natural assessments (Kahneman & Frederick,

2002; Tversky & Kahneman, 1983). Natural assessments are cue

values that are calculated as part of routine perceptions and

cognitions. These assessments are heavily involved in a process

known as attribute substitution, which refers to how easy-to-

access cue types are substituted for difficult-to-access cue types

during heuristic processes (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002).

Generally, cue values become easier to assess to the extent that

such assessment depends on processes that have achieved au-

tomaticity. Put simply, as decision makers gain experience in

assessing certain cue values, it takes less effort to do so. How-

ever, humans may also be uniquely equipped to automatically

assess some cue values (e.g., fluency, mood, affect) without

needing to first accumulate experience (see Kahneman &

Frederick, 2002; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2002).

This set of privileged cues is ostensibly small, and the process of

acquired automaticity probably underlies most natural assess-

ments.

CUE EVALUATION

While both cue perception and production may not factor in to

every judgment, decision makers will nearly always need to

decide on the importance and relevance of cue types and values.

The structure of some task environments will make it easier to

evaluate certain cues, thereby increasing their accessibility

(Hsee, 1996; Zhang & Markman, 2001). Cue types can become

more accessible if they are alignable, or common, across many

alternatives. For instance, Zhang and Markman (2001) asked

participants to consider brands of popcorn that had alignable

cue types (e.g., caloric information was provided for all brands)

and nonalignable cue types (e.g., only one brand’s sweetness was

described). Low-motivation participants were more likely to

choose consumer items that could be directly compared to others

along particular cue types; high-motivation participants were

willing to choose items that appeared superior even if they had

cue types that could not be directly compared across options.

This pattern of results likely occurs because alignability makes

cue types more accessible (Zhang & Markman, 2001). Related to

this point, cue values also become more accessible when they

can be evaluated along a meaningful scale (Hsee, 1996). Thus,

providing a relevant standard against which to compare a cue

value can make the value easier to interpret and therefore more

accessible. While this comparison standard might come from

alignable cue types, one can imagine a situation in which a

stand-alone cue value or endpoints of a scale instead serve as the

comparison standard.

Although we have suggested that these six mechanisms are

separable, there may be cases in which cues become accessible

due to multiple mechanisms. Consider the ways in which cue

values are represented. As with computer programming lan-

guages, different data types (e.g., Booleans, integers, strings)

require different amounts of resources. In decision contexts,

cues can become easier to access if their data type is simplified.

For example, if you were comparing two cars, you could keep

track of the actual numeric differences in horsepower, torque,

and other cues, but this would become difficult given the nu-

merous cues and different units for each value. Instead, simply

retaining whether one car was better, worse, or equal to the other

car on a given attribute simplifies the process (Payne et al., 1993;

Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008). That is, stored results of these

ordinal comparisons are easier to access and integrate into a

decision than raw numeric differences.

This simplification strategy could affect all phases discussed

above. It may be that simpler data types are easier to access from

a table of information. It may be that simpler data types are easier

to recall. Or, it may be that they are easier to interpret when

deciding which cues to use for judgment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This framework was motivated by the fact that numerous heu-

ristics use easily accessible information. The distinction be-

tween cue types and cue values emphasized here offers insight

into the wealth of recently proposed heuristics (see Shah &

Oppenheimer, 2008). It appears that heuristics using accessible

cue types are considerably more common than those using ac-

cessible values; the above discussion of cue production might

explain why this is so. Given that mere association with a context

might make cue types accessible, then the number of heuristics

that rely on accessible cue types is limited only by the number of

decision contexts studied. However, natural or automatic as-

sessment of cue values might take longer to learn or may even be

limited to a particular class of general-purpose cognitive oper-

ations.

The subtle distinction between cue perception and cue pro-

duction also suggests that cue accessibility can depend heavily

on the task environment. Much work has already examined how

heuristics perform across environments (e.g., Payne et al.,

1993), and similar questions might be asked of the current

framework. For example, there may be differences between the
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extent to which decision makers rely on accessible cue types

versus cue values across cue perception and production.

Moreover, it remains an open question as to which of the phases

provides the greatest opportunity for effort reduction. Questions

such as these have the potential to spur highly profitable re-

search, for they shed light on the features that make information

easy to access and influential in decision making.
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